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We want everyone
to discover their
vision, raise their
expectation, and
to anticipate the
absolute best.
Then deliver more.
We work tirelessly with the dreams and budgets
of our clients to provide the best of our creativity,
professional expertise, organisational ability and
deep knowledge of resources and contacts; to
create moments and memories that remain with
them for a lifetime.
The Manjits brand encompasses a number restaurants across Sydney and greater NSW; with one
premium dining experience overlooking Darling Harbour in Sydney; as well as one of Australia’s
leading events management and catering company. We’ve partnered with Sydney’s best venues
to deliver options to clients that extend beyond our restaurants and our own function centre in
Concord, NSW.
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Founder Manjit Gujral with sons Varun (left) and Deep (right)
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Founder Manjit Gujral with wife Kawal Gujral, current manager of Manjits
4 Balmain

Our History
Australia’s Original • India’s Best
Since launching one of the first Indian
Restaurant in Australia in 1984, we've
had the honour of serving some of the
biggest and best names and brands
from across the world.

This new market, and our new
generation, called for a fresh, fusion
Indian experience where tradition
collides with contemporary, with a
western spin.

Experiencing immense growth during
the 1980s, we introduced a catering
division into our brand, and soon
after, began hosting and managing
events of a much larger scale.

A solid foundation of respect for
the history of Indian dishes while
paying homage to the country that
welcomed them so openly over thirty
years ago is the basis of creation in
our fusion menu.

The purchase and design of Concord
Function Centre brought along new
opportunities to diversify the brand
from purely Indian experiences to
continental menu designs.
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This inspired vision born Manjits
Wharf, our latest and most luxurious
location overlooking the incredible
Darling Harbour in Sydney.

Manjits
Balmain
Located in the heart of cosmopolitan
Balmain, this was Australia's First
Indian Restaurant and is still seen
by many as the best. Following in
the footsteps of Manjit himself, his
wife Kawal overseas all dishes being
prepared from scratch using only the
freshest ingredients.
Traditional curries are elevated with
freshly ground spices and time-tested
family recipes, offering a unique,
exotic refuge from the daily grind.

Australia's Longest
Running Indian
Restaurant
The contemporary interior underwent
a major renovation in 2019, keeping
the atmosphere as fresh as the
cuisine. The walls have been painted a
dark charcoal to highlight the beautiful
artwork painted personally by Kawal.
A towering painting of Annapurna,
Hindu goddess of food and
nourishment, adorns the restaurant
balcony that overlooks the bustling
and historic Darling Street.
Manjits Balmain is a truly authentic
Indian experience, perfect for a
romantic date, dinner with friends or a
quick appetiser and martini. Sink back
into the comfortable cushions with
relaxing, upbeat music and escape to
the east.
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Rather than
centralised around
the city, the best
Indian restaurants
seem to be scattered
throughout the
‘burbs. This year I was
enchanted by the
spacious Urban Tadka
in Terrey Hills, surprised
with a blue cheese
naan at Maharaja’s on
Carmen in Carlingford,
but the restaurant I’ll
be heading back to
most quickly out of
the 12 Indian venues
I reviewed in 2018 is
Manjit’s Balmain who
made me finally love
paneer and produced
the best goat curry I
ate all year.
@MissDissentEats

#1 Ranked Zomato Food Blogger
Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger
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Manjits
Wharf
The Flagship
Enterprise
SYDNEY’S 5-STAR INDIAN
Elegant and inviting; with a sumptuous
decor awash in the hues of India’s
signature spices and country, the
senses were meant to be indulged.
Every aspect of Manjits Wharf; the food,
the decor, the ambience was designed
to excite your senses while also
ushering them through the passage of
culinary nirvana.

OLD FAVOURITES • NEW TASTES
Manjits Wharf is all about the new
generation. Operated by Manjit’s
son, chef de cuisine Varun Gujral,
the innovative fusion of flavours is
representative and inspired by the many
varied regional cuisines of India and of
the many ethnic groups of people in
the subcontinent. Dishes range from
Bombay, Delhi, Street Fare and Home
Style Tandoori cooking, to the most
sophisticated food of the royal families.

Muc

than just a p

@JasonKing #1 Rank
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General Manager Deep Gujral with President Ram Nath Kovind of India

The Maharaja Room
Overlooking the bustling promenade, this
private dining space offers an exclusive
option within the restaurant that can be
either closed off to the public, used as a
private luncheon or dinner meeting space,
or opened and used to extend the main
restaurant to a platformed area.
THIS AREA CAN CATER SMALL GROUPS
OF UP TO 16 PEOPLE SEATED

uch more

prominent waterside location

ked Zomato Food Blogger Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger
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ABSOLUTE WATE
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ERFRONT DINING
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My Dreams
were only the beginning...

@Kayla Lahoud | Bride from the wedding shown here!

Wharf Event
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Moonlighting brilliantly as a function venue; Manjits Wharf lends
itself to both intimate and lavish functions, drenched in class and
sophistication. The elegant and spacious interior can be transformed
into a reception area fit for crowds of up to 150 seated, or 300 standing
in cocktail fashion.
The brass mirrored ceiling has reflected hundreds of weddings and
corporate events, with guests spoiled by 180-degree views of Darling
Harbour and award winning fusion Indian cuisine.

ts
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Manjits Corr
and Wollong
Located in the south-eastern part of the
Sydney basin on the pristine coastal
plain between an almost continuous
chain of surf beaches and the cliff-line
of the rainforest covered Illawarra
escarpment, lies the incredibly popular
Manjits Corrimal and the brand new
Manjits Wollongong.
Widely regarded as the most popular
eastern influenced restaurants in the
region, the restaurants ensure the
utmost quality and service, expected
of Manjits Hospitality.
For intimate events of up to 100
guests,
Wollongong
boasts
a
generous function space that has
seen hundreds of celebrations with
great food, drink and laughs.
THE ICONIC
No other Indian restaurant outside
of Sydney enjoy more commanding
locations or expansive interior, with
plush treasures from the subcontinent
and a large bar exuding class and fun.
Each dish is thoughtfully composed
and highlights only products of top
quality and unexpected divinity.
Emulating the experience of the
region, both these restaurants have
discovered the perfect middle ground.
Dishes aren’t toned down for Western
palates, and yet something is available
for every taste, with an atmosphere
perfect for couples, families and
executives alike.
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BHARRAH KEBAB
Available: All restaurants and catering menus
Review: Manjit’s Bharrah Kebab forever changed
my perception on the best meats for cooking
Tandoori style. Marinated with the exotic mix of
red spices, then flavoured and tenderised with
yoghurt, garlic, ginger, and lemon juice and cooked
in a tandoor oven to allow the lamb fat to render
and give it smokiness. The flavours of this tandoori
lamb cutlet dish is just unparalleled.
@cocoandvine
Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger

MANGO PISTACHIO KULFI
Available: All restaurants and catering menus
Review: Manjit’s Mango Pistachio Kulfi is not
just good ice cream. It is literally art on a plate.
A tall majestic cone of Kulfi ice cream sits in the
middle of the plate with swirls of mango sauce,
followed by sprinkles of crushed green pistachio
nuts. The sweetness from the kulfi is tempered
by the sweet, yet citrus, fragrance from the
mango sauce, followed by the nutty crunchy
textures from the pistachio.
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@cocoandvine
Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger

Concord
Function Ce
Set within historic bones and inspired by
community and celebration, the elegant
atmosphere of Concord Function Centre has
been charming guests for almost 100 years.
Located in the heart of the cosmopolitan parkland
suburb, the venue is equipped to handle both
large and intimate celebrations, ranging from
weddings to business seminars.

Experience the Magic
Operating in a heritage listed building, the site
has been entirely renovated and fitted with over
$600,000 worth of state of the art equipment,
including drop-down screens, intelligent moving
lights, customisable 'gobos' and adjustable
internal lighting to help lift your colour scheme.
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AND THE
WINNER IS...
When we say our food is 'award winning', we have some
big awards! The Australian Good Food Guides 'Chef Hats'
are awarded following careful deliberation and anonymous
dining experiences. They adhere to a mute 'Michelin' model
of rating and are awarded for our food alone (despite the
great harbour views at some locations!). In addition to being
Hatted, we're also the proud recipients of the Reader's
Choice award. The AGFG Readers' Choice Awards are
designed to give the Australian public the opportunity to
vote for their favourite establishments throughout the year.

The only Gold Licensed
HACCP and HCA Indian
Catering Company in
Australia
Manjits is compliant with HACCP Australia, the leading food
science organisation, specialising in the Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Points food safety methodology and its
applications within the food and related non-food industries.
Our cuisine has also been given an Halal certification, with all
preparations compliant with Islamic law.

Founder Manjit Gujral receiving the IABCA Ambassador of the Year
20 Award
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Our
Hospitality
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After 35 years of events, Manjits Hospitality has remained one of Australia's
leading event companies, with the ability to transform events into experiences
and unforgettable moments that will inspire, evoke, entertain and delight.
With a passion for creative vision, we know
exactly how the correct styling, theming and
entertainment can enhance the ambiance,
evoke inspiration and result in the overall
success of an event. From boardroom
lunches, to Presidential dinners, to million
dollar weddings, the Manjits Catering team
has seen it all and understand the importance
of nailing the typical, delivering on the
creative, paying attention to the details and
serving with passion.
We stay up-to-date with the latest world class
theming options, stunning centrepieces and
arrangements, and have a multitude of ways
to create an unforgettable experience.

Armed with a team of experienced event
organisers, our end-to-end, all encompassing
management style garners an extensive list
of services and service providers to ensure
that anyone who walks through our doors
can walk out with their vision not only realised
but nurtured and grown into something more
than they ever thought possible.
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Manjits has become a standard first-stop
for bespoke wedding experiences that are
entirely unrived on the Australian market.
Affordable package prices, matched with
impressive and innovative design, premium
food offerings and quality service is the
Manjits specialty.

To use the slogan of our world leading event planning software:

NOTHING ELSE

EVEN COMES CLOSE
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The difference
between
something good
and something
great is attention

to the details

Manjits Hospitality is not just a catering service,
nor is it just a lead generator. We will be there from
the beginning to the end (and even during the
speeches...)
From place cards to entrées; service times to working
microphones; venues only need to worry about
helping out with answers rather than discovering
last minute questions; and clients only need to think
about how many hash-tags are “too many”.
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WEDDINGS:
WE DO
Weddings are our absolute specialty, with fullservice event planning and design, creating oneof-a-kind celebrations tailored to a personal style.
Manjits Hospitality nails the typical, delivers on the
creative and serves with passion. Highly creative
weddings are our forte, and our hallmark design
turns any space into a perfect, beautiful and cohesive
environment for everyone's big day.

Our clients tend to want more
from their wedding day. They
want an incredible, fun party
with an equally intimate and
chic feeling and design.
Our wedding planning and design is the creme de la
creme of event coordination services. With exclusive
full planning and design services our clients have
access to our preferred list of venues, and if we
can’t find the right location from our roster, we will
bend over backwards to discover the perfect spot.
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BE INSPIRED
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Some 5-Star
Partners
SOFITEL • SYDNEY CBD
Amidst the vibrant bustle of the Sydney CBD, Sofitel
Sydney Wentworth offers a luxury escape without equal.
Experience a heritage-listed hotel that combines French
elegance and traditions with sophisticated comfort,
creating the world class 5-star destination for the most
discerning travellers.

SHANGRI-LA • THE ROCKS
Perfectly positioned in the dress circle of Sydney
Harbour, the panoramic views of Sydney Opera House
and Sydney Harbour Bridge enhance the luxurious
glamour of Sydney’s destination event space.
Nestled in the historic Rocks District, the luxury hotel
features elegantly appointed guest rooms and suites,
award-winning dining experiences, and CHI, The Spa,
an urban oasis in the heart of the city.

PIER ONE • THE ROCKS
Built on and over the water, Pier One Sydney Harbour,
Autograph Collection celebrates the heritage of Australia
at every opportunity. The Walsh Bay hotel mixes
Federation-style décor with contemporary elements,
and its enviable location alongside the Sydney Harbour
Bridge allows for spectacular water views from guest
rooms and suites, The Gantry Restaurant and meeting
and event spaces.
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HYATT • DARLING HARBOUR
Hyatt Regency Sydney offers contemporary luxury in an
iconic location for the discerning meeting and event planner.
Their five sophisticated venues offer flexible solutions and
are equipped with the latest audiovisual technology including
wireless internet connectivity and iPad controlled sound
and lighting systems. All event venues feature specially
commissioned Australian artworks.

HILTON • CENTRAL CBD
From sumptuous contemporary dining to chic rooftop
terraces, Hilton Sydney’s private spaces are luxurious,
inspiring and memorable – and each one is completely
unique. With numerous parties taking place each week at
Hilton Sydney, from fashion shows to magazine launches
and VIP after-parties, its reputation as the city’s most loved
hotel for celebrity spotting and entertainment lives on with
the new generation.

FOUR SEASONS • THE ROCKS
Create and deliver an unforgettable meeting, incentive,
private dinner or social gathering at the city’s most
prestigious events venue. Combine a suburb Sydney
location with flexible pillarless spaces, best-in-class
cuisine, in-house AV and unrivalled five star service for
your special event.

INTERCONTINENTAL • DOUBLE BAY
Located in the bayside village of Double Bay, InterContinental
Sydney Double Bay sets the stage for unforgettable
celebrations. Their seven dedicated function rooms, including
the iconic Grand Ballroom, are located in close proximity on
our first floor, featuring room names inspired by the local area.
Complementing these are a range of unique spaces, both
alfresco and indoor, perfect for breakouts, pre-dinner drinks
and more intimate gatherings.
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OUR Food
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It's difficult to describe exactly how
delectable, flavoursome, suculent
and rich our food actually is - so we
don't rely on mere words!
All our clients are offered a food tasting experience
at a convenient restaurant location, to allow them
to be the ultimate judge and select the distinctive
flavour that they want their guests to experience.
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Our Butter
Chicken
Tandoori Chicken, the parent dish of Butter Chicken, was
born 100 years ago in Gora Bazaar in Peshawar, where a
man named Mokha Singh Lamba started a small restaurant.
The restaurant’s young chef Kundan Lal Gujral decided to
experiment by skewering yoghurt marinated pieces of chicken
and sticking them into the tandoor (which was previously
used only for breads). Thus, the incredibly popular, ubiquitous
tandoori chicken was born.

Meet the creators of
Australia's favourite Indian dish
Cooked in the radiant heat of the clay tandoor, fragrant and
flavoured by the smoke rising from the hot coals, the version
Gujral made—with crispy skin and a recognizably bright red
exterior—became an enormous success until he was forced to
flee Pakistan during the 1947 Partition of India.
In his new home in Delhi, Gujral founded a new restaurant,
Moti Mahal, in Daryaganj. The refrigeration facilities or lack of
thereof at that time led to Gujral having to innovate again to
avoid wastage, especially that of the unsold tandoori tikkas.
He deduced that a tomato gravy, lush in butter and cream,
would soften his leftover chicken and served it as such. The
combination proved to be a masterstroke and thus, by accident
or an act of genius, the butter chicken was born.
The Gujral family grew and some moved to Sydney Australia,
where they opened a small restaurant in Balmain that shared
the same name as the founder; Manjit.
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The Best
in Sydney

@weekendfoodescapes | Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger
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Sample Indian Menu

Sample Fusion Menu

Our Eastern menu delivers spicy flavours and exotic aromas. A culinary
experience that provides some cultures with a taste of home, fused
with western flavours and cooking styles. Fragrant delicacies and subtle
flavours that will leave your taste buds amazed.

The French have French food, the Italians serve up Italian and
Indians enjoy Indian. Our Fusion Continental menu brings food
of all origins to the table; from Seafood to Pasta; Chicken to Cheese,
cooked in familiar western styles with clever eastern twists.

ENTREE
Chicken Banjara Tikka
Tender grain-fed chicken fillets, marinated with yogurt and Manjit’s special
spices, broiled in the Tandoor and topped with fresh lemon and coriander

Chicken Malai Tikka
Boneless chicken fillet with a base of cashew nuts, marinated
overnight and cooked in a tandoor

Lamb Seek Kebab
A specialty from the kitchens of ‘The Maharaja of Rampur’ lamb and
chicken mince with onions and green spices; smoke roasted over charcoal

Fish Tandoori Tikka
New Zealand ling fillets with fresh herbs, spices and lime juice,
grilled in the tandoor

MAIN
Kadai Chicken
Fresh onions, capsicum and tomato combined with smokey Tandoori
chicken tikka pieces, topped with lemon juice and fresh coriander

Soft Paneer
cooked in honey and mustard cress flavoured tomato sauce, served with
saffron pilaf, papad and refreshing cucumber raita

Eggplant Masala
Dry whole eggplant curry with green chilli, onion and semi cooked tomato.
A spicy preparation that can be tailored to your pallet.

Ocean Perch Fillets
Lemon peppered ocean perch, served with mixed summer vegetables,
spices layered over a tomato and yellow squash reduction

Dal Makahani
Traditional lentils simmered in ginger, garlic and fresh herbs and spices
combined with a tangy masala base of onions, tomatoes and dried mango.

Lamb Racks
Marinated overnight with mustard seeds, cumin, coriander seeds, clovers,
black peppers and cinnamon. Baked to perfection.

DESSERT
Mango Pistachio Kulfi
A refreshing blend of summer mangos blended over a rich layer of crunchy
pistachio nut. An eggless dessert with the subtle flavour of cinnamon and
cardamom.

Rusmalai
A Manjits specialty of cheese dumplings, soaked in sweetened, thickened
milk, delicately flavoured with cardamom
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RESTAURANT
QUALITY
FOOD
Sample
Menus
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Corporate
Events
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Event management companies across the globe too
often start out by handling weddings and birthday
parties, and soon decide that the natural expansion
lies in removing flowers and balloons, and asserting
themselves as corporate event planners as well.
Corporate becomes an afterthought.
Manjits Hospitality see corporate clients as an entity unto themselves, and
approach the event design from a different perspective entirely. We take the time
and care to understand the purpose of your event and customise professionally.
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OUR CLIENTS
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Australia’s biggest brands have all worked with us
Over the past four decades, Manjits Hospitality has seen thousands of employees from the
country's most influential brands pass through our doors for a range of events, from Christmas
parties to Exhibitions; Galas to Product Launches. Our meticulous standards are admired
by professional across a wide range of industries and we serve as the perfect option for all
corporate affairs.
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MANJITS HOME:
HEAT & EAT
Each product in our Manjits Home range is thoughtfully composed,
and highlights only products of top quality and unexpected divinity.
Prepared fresh by hand, then vacuum sealed, the units have a shelf life
of 14 days with no added preservatives or stabilisers. Retailers enjoy
high retail margins with collaborative marketing and price support.
This heat and eat range returns Manjits back to where
it all began: Home.
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Our Team
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For us; customer service isn’t a department,
it’s the whole company. We hire employees
who work in an environment of purpose and
dedication, and in this climate, our team has
the means to deliver what our customers want
Deep Gujral • General Manager • Manjits
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W W W. MANJITS .COM . AU

DINING • EVENTS • CATERING

www.manjits.com.au

1300 626 548

138-144 Majors Bay Road Concord NSW 2137

For almost four decades, Manjits has been an
industry leader in event management, catering
and hospitality of Indian and subcontinental
Asian celebrations and corporate experiences.
Our specialties lie in large scale Wedding planning and management,
however a lifetime of events have allowed us to emerge as one of the
leading event companies in Australia, with the ability to transform
any event into experiences and unforgettable moments that inspire,
entertain and delight.
Discover how partnering with Manjits can keep your venue at the
forefront of the industry. Our event model provides you with the ideal
opportunities to grow your brand and offer world class events, while we
take care of everything.
For more information contact us on any of the channels above or email
functions@manjits.com.au

